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reading comprehension

Activity            Stop and Think

Read the paragraphs. 
Stop and think as you read.

Walt loves farm life. He learns to draw animals. The family works  
hard to make ends meet. In 1910, Elias gets sick and sells the farm.  
The family moves to Kansas City.

Stop and think: How do you think Walt feels about moving?

In school, Walt is a below-average student. But he has a great mind.  
Walt spends most of his time in school drawing.

Stop and think: How can Walt be a below-average  
 student if he has a great mind?

He takes art classes at night. But Walt knows he will never be a great artist.

Stop and think: Name one thing you enjoy doing,  
 even though you are not great at it.

Good readers are active readers.

Good readers stop and think about 
what they are reading. Active reading 
helps readers understand the ideas.
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Activity            Main Idea and Details

Check the details  
that support each main idea.

The first one is an example.
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The writer’s words The invisible message

Roy often has to find more money.
Walt’s ideas cost a lot of money. Walt does not 
have enough money to pay for his projects.

1. Walt’s family works hard to make  
    ends meet.

 
 

2. Walt works around the clock.
 
 

Activity            Invisible Messages

Read the writer’s words. 
Figure out the invisible message.
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Good readers can find  
the main idea and details.

The main idea is the important idea. 
The details support the main idea. 

The details help you understand  
and remember the main idea.

Writers do not always explain everything.

Sometimes, writers expect readers to read 
between the lines. Writers expect readers 
to figure out the invisible messages.

Main idea Details

Paperboys work long days.
4  They deliver papers every morning and evening.
     They work in the wind, snow, rain, and heat.
4  They get up at 3:30 a.m.

1. Most theme parks need  
    improvement.

(a) __ Walt builds a theme park.
(b) __ Theme parks are dirty.
(c) __ Workers in theme parks are rude.

2. Walt has big ideas.
(a) __ Walt wants to build a city of tomorrow.
(b) __ Walt plans the world’s best theme park.
(c) __ Walt respects money.
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Activity            Fact and Opinion

Read the sentences. 
Write (F) for fact or (O) for opinion.

1. Paperboys get up too early. _____ 
Paperboys get up at 3:30 a.m. _____

2. Walt Disney World is bigger than Disneyland. _____ 
More land means better entertainment.  _____

3. Walt dies before Walt Disney World opens. _____ 
Walt dies at a young age. _____
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Question Chapter Answer

When was Walt born? Early Years 1901

1. Where did Walt grow up?
 
 

2. When did Walt create  
    Mickey Mouse?

 
 

3. Where is Disneyland?
 
 

Activity            The Table of Contents

Read each question. 
Look at the Contents page in your book. 
Which chapter has the answer to the question? 
Write the name of the chapter. 
Find the answer to the question. Write the answer.
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Good readers know the difference 
between facts and opinions.

Facts can be proven.

Opinions are personal beliefs.

Good readers use the Table of Contents. 

The Table of Contents helps readers  
find information quickly.
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Activity            Make a Connection

Read the idea from the story. 
Make a connection to your life.

6
Reading is more than understanding 
the ideas on a page.

Good readers connect the ideas  
to their lives. 

Idea

Walt has a good way with people. 
Walt is able to see talent. People 
might not see their own talents. 
Walt helps people tap into their 
talents. 

Your Life

Talents come in many forms. For example, some people have a  
talent for playing sports. Some have a talent for using numbers.  
Others have a talent for getting along with people. 

What talents would Walt see in you?

Which talent are you most proud of? 
 Why are you proud of this talent? 
 Describe how you discovered this talent. 

Think about a close family member or friend. 
What talents do you see in them? 
Do they see those talents? 
 Explain why or why not.
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Good writers know that  
writing is a process.

Good writers think of ideas 
before they write.

Good writers check their writing.

l Writing l

Activity            Write Your Ideas

Complete these paragraphs about talents. 
Use your ideas from Activity 6.

Your teacher will help you with spelling.

Read each paragraph out loud. 
Which paragraph do you like better? 
Copy the paragraph on the lines.

Check for capital letters and end punctuation.

Paragraph 1

The talent I am most proud of is _____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ . 

I am proud of this talent because _____________________________________________

_______________________________ . I discovered this talent when ________________

_________________________________________________________________________ . 

Paragraph 2

I know a person who is very good at _________________________________________ .

His/her name is ___________ . They do/do not see their talents because ____________

_________________________________________________________________________ .
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Activity            Organize Ideas

Read the details for Idea Maps 1 and 2. 
Are the details a cause or an effect? 
Copy the details into the correct box.

2 5

Good writers know  
that writing is a process.

Good writers organize their ideas 
before they write.

One way to organize ideas  
is to use cause and effect.

Effect

_____________________

_____________________

Effect

He is often tired.

Effect

_____________________

_____________________

Effect

_____________________

_____________________

Cause

The Disney brothers 
make a bad deal.

Cause

_____________________

_____________________

Details

Walt gets up at 3:30 a.m. 
Walt is a paperboy.

Details

They lose many of their staff. 
They lose money.

Idea Map 1

Idea Map 2
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Choose details from Idea Maps 1 and 2  
to complete the answers.

1. Why does Walt have to get up at 3:30 a.m.?

Because ___________________________________________________________ .

2. Why do the Disney brothers lose money?

Because ___________________________________________________________ .

3. What happens when the Disney brothers lose money?

__________________________________________________________________ .

Activity            Use Capital Letters and Punctuation

Read these sentences. 
Circle the capital letters and end punctuation.

1. Walt Disney grows up on a farm.

2. The family moves to Kansas City.

3. Why does the family move?

4. Walt’s first big hit is Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.

Read these sentences.  
Add capital letters and end punctuation.

5. walt marries lilly

6. why does walt draw mickey mouse

7. kids love bambi

8. walt plans disneyland

9. disneyland is in california

3 6

In this activity…

 use capital letters

  at the beginning of a sentence, 
 with names of people and places, and 
 with the names of movies.

 use punctuation

  at the end of a sentence.
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Activity            Predict the Word

Complete each sentence. 
Use the pictures to predict the word.

1 7

l  Word Attack Skills l

Readers see new words all the time. 
They need to decode the new words.

Good readers decode words  
in different ways. 

They use pictures to predict words. 
They use meaning clues to predict words.

These are two ways to decode words.

Complete each sentence. 
Use meaning clues to predict the word.

3. Elias Disney hires boys to ____________________ newspapers.

4. Walt draws a horse and ____________________ the drawing for five cents.

5. Walt and Lilly become ____________________ and wife.
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 1. A tired paperboy ____________________  
on the stairs.

 2. These ____________________  
are in a case.



word attack skills

Activity            Find Common Patterns

Look at each word in the box. 
Each word has a common pattern. 
Group the words under the correct pattern.

2

man 4 stay  fan  throw

snow  way  show  may

day  can  grow  plan

an  ow  ay

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

Read the sentences in the box. 
Circle the words that have one of these patterns:

   an   ow   ay

man

Find the Common Patterns

1. Walt has a big plan.
2. His brother can find the money.

3. The boys work in wind, snow, rain, and heat.
4. They don’t throw the papers.

5. Walt has a good way with people.
6. Many people go to Disneyland on opening day.

8

99

Good readers look for  
common patterns in words.

This is another way to decode words.

Many words have common patterns. 

The patterns look and sound the same.
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Activity            Divide and Conquer

Read these words. 
Look for common endings. 
Write the base word on the line.

hires  _______________

teaches _______________

1. younger _______________

2. sells _______________

3. moves _______________

4. takes _______________

5. drawing _______________

6. classes _______________

7. joins _______________

 
Read each sentence out loud. 
Circle the words with common endings.

15. Walt has a younger sister.

16. Elias sells the farm.

17. The family moves to Kansas.

18. Walt takes drawing classes.

19. Walt joins the Red Cross.

20. He drives a truck.

3 8

Many words have a base word with 
a common ending.

Good readers look for base words 
and common endings

This is another way to decode words.

 8. drives _______________

 9. shows _______________

 10. hunter _______________

 11. leader _______________

 12. parks _______________

 13. dirty _______________

 14. decides _______________

hire

teach

21. Walt will make T.V. shows.

22. Davy Crockett is a hunter.

23. Davy Crockett is a leader of men.

24. Theme parks are dirty.

25. Walt decides to build Disneyland.
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l Crossword l

Walt Disney

Crossword Clues

All the answers to the clues are from Walt Disney’s biography.

ACROSS

 4. this falls from the sky in winter

 6. opposite of clean

 7. opposite of easy

 10. more than one person

 11. Do not forget!

 12. dollars and cents

 13. opposite of back

 14. ill

DOWN

 1. a person who draws for a living

 2. people who buy a service or product

 3. a famous animal cartoon

 5. people read this to get the news

 8. pigs, cows, horses

 9. opposite of evening

 10. you go here to have fun

1

2 3

4 5 6

7 8

9 10

11

12

13 14
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Walt Disney

1. Main Idea and Details: (1) b, c  (2) a, b

2. Invisible Messages*: (1) Walt’s family does not have a lot of money.  
(2) Walt works day and night. Walt works hard.

3. Fact and Opinion: (1) O/F (2) F/O (3) F/O

4. Table of Contents: (1) Early Years / on a farm; Kansas City (2) Mickey Saves  
the Day; after Disney makes a bad deal (3) Disneyland / in Anaheim, California

5. Organize Ideas: Idea Map 1: Cause: Walt is a paperboy. Effect: Walt gets up at 3:30 a.m.  
Idea Map 2: Effect: They lose their money. Effect: They lose many of their staff.  
(1) he is a paperboy. (2) They make a bad deal. (3) They lose many of their staff.

6. Use Capital Letters and Punctuation: (1) Walt Disney grows up on a farm. (2) The family moves to  
Kansas City. (3) Why does the family move? (4) Walt’s first big hit is Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.  
(5) Walt marries Lilly. (6) Why does Walt draw Mickey Mouse? (7) Kids love Bambi. (8) Walt plans 
Disneyland. (9) Disneyland is in California.

7. Predict the Word*: (1) sleeps; rests (2) pencils (3) deliver (4) sells (5) husband

8. Find Common Patterns: (1) plan (2) can (3) snow (4) throw (5) way (6) day

9. Divide and Conquer: (1) young (2) sell (3) move (4) take (5) draw (6) class (7) join (8) drive (9) show  
(10) hunt (11) lead (12) park (13) dirt (14) decide (15) younger (16) sells (17) moves (18) takes / drawing / 
classes (19) joins (20) drives (21) shows (22) hunter (23) leader (24) parks / dirty (25) decides

*Accept any answer that makes sense.

Crossword Solution

1

2 3

4 5 6

7 8

9 10

11

12

13 14
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